Data protection
Type: Stockshots [short] Reference: I-069716 Duration: 10:05:44 Lieu:
End production: 04/05/2011

This video stockshot highlights different situations where data
protection has to be taken into account and shows examples of
data transfer by various information technology devices to
illustrate data protection day, which takes place on 25 January
2012
Only the original language version is authentic and it prevails in the event
of its differing from the translated versions.

TIME

DESCRIPTION

DURATION

10:00:00 Generic and title

00:00:20

10:00:20 Man looking at his
I-phone to locate a
friend in Brussels (2
shots)

00:00:14

10:00:34 Screen of the I-phone
showing the application
to find the person's
location on a map

00:00:14

10:00:48 Man walking

00:00:10

10:00:58 Woman making a
payment on internet

00:00:10

10:01:09 Computer screen with
personal data being
entered

00:00:08

10:01:18 Woman making a
payment

00:00:08

10:01:26 Computer screen with
web page showing
"safe payment"

00:00:03

10:01:29 Woman entering her
credit card details on
website (4 shots)

00:00:23

10:01:53 Man looking at the
google maps website

00:00:06

10:01:59 Computer screen
showing a map of Paris
with cursor pointing the
location of a specific
place (2 shots)

00:00:06

10:02:06 Man in front of his
computer

00:00:04

10:02:11 Screen from Google
Maps showing views of
a street with people
walking

00:00:08

10:02:19 Menu of Google Maps
page

00:00:03

10:02:23 "Privacy concerns"
page on Google Maps

00:00:04

10:02:28 Close up of the
computer mouse

00:00:04

10:02:32 "Privacy concerns"
page with a request
"Could you blur my
face" being typed

00:00:07

10:02:40 Man surfing on Google
Maps

00:00:09

10:02:49 Woman entering a
bank office

00:00:07

10:02:57 Woman producing her
identity card to open a
bank account (2 shots)

00:00:08

10:03:05 Bank employee
entering the personal
data in the software (4
shots)

00:00:21

10:03:27 Bank employee
explaining the terms of
bank account

00:00:10

10:03:37 Woman looking at the
Facebook website

00:00:07

10:03:44 Computer screen
showing pictures being
downloaded onto
Facebook profile

00:00:06

10:03:51 Pictures being posted
on Facebook profile (3
shots)

00:00:07

10:03:58 Woman looking at her
pictures' profile on
Facebook (3 shots)

00:00:18

10:04:16 Computer screen with
Facebook page
showing "Controlling
how you share" (4
shots)

00:00:24

10:04:40 Computer screen
showing an application
called "Sociospy"
created to find people's
profiles across different
social networks (3
shots)

00:00:16

10:04:56 Man on his computer
ordering film
soundtracks on an
internet website

00:00:09

10:05:06 Computer screen with
a title of a film being
typed on the website's
page

00:00:09

10:05:15 Internet page showing
film soundtracks from
"your recent history" (2
shots)

00:00:11

10:05:27 Internet page showing
film soundtracks from
"your recent searches"
(2 shots)

00:00:12

10:05:39 Man scrolling the film
soundtracks on the
website page

00:00:05

10:05:44 Copyright

00:00:10
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